Greensmaster Riding Greensmowers

The Greensmaster 3150-Q and 3250-D are distinguished for their field-proven performance and exceptional quality of cut. Equipped with patented DPA cutting units for a superior cut and minimal maintenance, convenient controls for easy operation, and ample power to handle any application.

Greensmaster 3150-Q
• Lightweight, riding greens mower with reduced simplified maintenance
• Significantly reduced engine noise and lower fuel consumption

Greensmaster 3250-D
• Lightweight diesel riding greens mower with reduced simplified maintenance and excellent performance on and around greens

Traction Units

Traction Tires
• 4-Ply 18 x 8.5-8
• Tires with deeper tread for additional traction
• Use on hilly or wet terrain for off-greens applications

Hydraulic Oil Cooler
• Used in extreme climates to regulate hydraulic oil temperature

Traction Unit Accessories

Groomer Reel
• High-strength, carbide-tipped groomer blades
• Reduces thatch and stands grass blades for a crisp, clean cut

Universal Groomer
• Grooming reel, twin-tipped
• Choose a stiff or soft brush

Thatching Reel Roller Scraper
• Scraper bar used to clear the thatching reel rear roller of grass clippings and debris

3-Wheel Drive Kit
• Features the patented Series/Parallel System for positive traction on side and uphill operations
• Power guaranteed to the wheel that needs it the most

Greensmaster 3250-D
• Lightweight diesel riding greens mower with reduced simplified maintenance and excellent performance on and around greens
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Greensmaster® 3150-Q / 3250-D Accessories

Cutting Unit & Reel Options

8-Blade Cutting Unit
- Designed for mowing on higher heights of cut, such as approaches, fairways or tee boxes
- Heights of cut above 3/8” (9.5mm)

11-Blade Cutting Unit
- Designed for mowing on lower heights of cut
- Use on greens and tee boxes up to 3/8” (9.5mm)

14-Blade Cutting Unit
- Designed or extremely fine greens mowing
- Best for use at heights of cut under .100” (2.5mm)

5-Blade Heavy-Duty Reel
- More robust reel for mowing rough surfaces
- Used for heights of cut above 3/4” (19mm) on fairways and other off-greens applications

8-Blade Heavy-Duty Reel
- More robust reel for mowing rough surfaces
- Used for heights of cut above 3/8” (9.5mm) on fairways and other off-greens applications

Bedknife & Bedbar Options

Microcut Bedknife
- Height of cut range 1/16” – 3/16” (1.6 – 4.8mm)
- Thinner blades for the most precision and accuracy at lower heights of cut

Tournament Bedknife
- Height of cut range 1/8” – 1/2” (3.2 – 12.7mm)
- Recommended for heights of cut above 1 1/8” (3.2mm)

Low Cut Bedknife
- Height of cut range 3/16” – 1/2” (4.8 – 25.4mm)
- Use for mowing greens, tees, or aprons surrounding greens

High Cut Bedknife
- Height of cut range 5/16” – 1-1/8” (7.9 – 25.4mm)
- Thicker blade for higher heights of cut, such as tees and aprons surrounding greens

Fairway Bedknife
- Height of cut range 3/8” – 1-1/2” (9.5 – 25.4mm)

Extended Microcut Bedknife
- Height of cut range 1/16” – 1/2” (1.6 – 4.8mm)
- Use in high stress conditions and on soft turf to prevent scalping
- Recommended for use with aggressive bedbar in case of scalping tendencies

EdgeMax® Microcut Bedknife
- Height of cut range 1/16” – 3/16” (1.6 – 4.8mm)
- Tool steel bedknife for extended wear and increased edge retention

EdgeMax® Tournament Bedknife
- Height of cut range 1/8” – 1/2” (3.2 – 12.7mm)
- Tool steel bedknife for extended wear and increased edge retention

EdgeMax® Fairway Bedknife
- Height of cut range 3/8” – 1-1/4” (9.5 – 25.4mm)
- Tool steel bedknife for extended wear and increased edge retention
- 7-hole mount, fits all DPA cutting units

Aggressive Bedbar
- Designed for firm greens where a more efficient, aggressive cut is needed for more aggressive cultivars
- Not recommended for use in soft turf conditions or periods of high stress

High Height of Cut Kit
- Enables heights of cut up to .94” (23.8mm)

Roller Options

Front Narrow Wiehle Roller (set of 1)
- .200” (5mm) groove spacing, aluminum
- 2” (5 cm) diameter
- Slightly more turf penetration than the full roller
- Use in normal greens mowing conditions

Solid Steel Narrow Wiehle Roller
- Adds weight to stabilize cutting unit over rough surfaces
- Single, replacement roller (no rear roller included)

Front Wide Wiehle Roller (set of 1)
- .300” (7.6 cm) groove spacing, aluminum
- Highest penetration into turf
- Use for mowing higher heights of cut, e.g. fairways and approaches
- Use for areas which are infrequently cut

Cast Iron Rear Wiehle Roller
- 2” (5 cm) diameter; Cast Iron
- Special greens application to maximize turf penetration
- Note: Used in greens applications, the Cast Iron Rear Wiehle Roller may leave grooved roller marks

Solid Steel Rear Roller Kit (Front Wiehle & Rear Steel Rollers)
- Use on soft greens or high stress conditions to prevent thinning on clean-up cut, steel
- Kit includes one steel front Wiehle roller and one steel rear roller

Off-Greens Kit (Anti-Bobbing)
- Patented design with unprecedented results to reduce bobbing and reduce bobbing marks
- Use for off-greens, fairway, and aprons applications

Rear Roller Adjustment Kit
- Eccentric bolt used to precisely level rear roller

DPA Rear Roller Extension Kit
- Moves rear roller back to reduce clipping build-up between the rear roller and bed bar
- Helps avoid clumping

DPA Rear Roller
- Replacement rear roller

Split Front, Full or Narrow Wiehle Roller
- More gentle on turf, especially beneficial on clean-up cut

Steel Roller
- Replacement roller
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Scraper Options

Narrow Wiehle Roller Scraper
Wide Wiehle Roller Scraper
Full Roller Scraper

- Narrow Wiehle, wide Wiehle, and full roller scrapers clear rollers of dirt, grass and debris buildup that may impact height of cut

Narrow Wiehle Roller Scraper Brush
Wide Wiehle Roller Scraper Brush
Full Roller Scraper Brush

- Scraper brushes condition the surface of turf before cutting, while clearing rollers of dirt, grass and debris buildup

Narrow Wiehle Roller Scraper Comb
Wide Wiehle Roller Scraper Comb
Full Roller Scraper Comb

- Scraper combs condition the surface of turf before cutting, while clearing rollers of dirt, grass and debris buildup

Rear Roller Scraper (Set of 3)

- Requires adjustment to slightly touch turf for self cleaning
- Requires adjustment to slightly touch turf for self cleaning
- Spring loaded, maintains contact with rear roller

Anti-Bobbing Roller Scraper Kit

- Requires adjustment to slightly touch turf for self cleaning
- Scraper bar that clears Anti-Bobbing roller used to reduce grass buildup, which can impact height of cut settings

Traction Unit Accessories

Shim – Toro Reel

- Check reel to bedknife contact

Extended Grass Shield

- Longer grass shield used to improve grass collection on DPA cutting units
- Mainly used in very dry turf conditions
- Cover rear of main frame to protect it from collecting pebbles

Maintenance Value Performance Kit – Hydraulic Hoses

- Complete set of replacement hoses to connect reel motors to machine

Utility Bag Kit

- Onboard storage for raincoat, water bottle, trash, etc.

LED Light Kit

- Allows operator to mow in low light conditions

Leak Detector Kit (3250-D only)

- Detects hydraulic oil leaks
- Alerts operator if leak exists to safely transport mower off the green or fairway without damaging grass

Bimini Sunshade

- Helps keep operator cool in the sun and dry in the rain
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